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USEFUL IN
SERVICE
Our tradition and deep commitment
to social justice is framed by our
School Motto, Utilis in Ministerium.

Earlier this term, Amy gave this

- Useful in Service, which is grounded

introduction at a Senior School Assembly in an Anglican Christian worldview. Our
as part of a presentation by the second

motto was chosen by The Reverend

group of students and staff who travelled James Schofield, the second Vicar of
to Cambodia to work with The Green

St Mark’s and Chairman of our School

Gecko Project in Siem Reap. This

Council for 18 years.

annual trip to Cambodia forms part of our
International Service Learning program.
Founded by Tania Palmer, an Australian
woman, The Green Gecko Project
supports Cambodian families so that
their children can be educated, rather
than work on the streets at a young age.
It has been a privilege for us to work and
learn alongside this community, as well
as raise important funds that provide
resources to care for, and educate young
Cambodians.
The tradition and deep commitment to
social justice and service learning at
Camberwell Girls has been evident since
the School’s inception in 1920. This
is guided by our vision to be a leader
and innovator in the education of girls,
dedicated to fostering a passion for
learning and building a more just and
sustainable world. It is also framed by
our School Motto, Utilis in Ministerium
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Debbie, Murrundindi and John
Batman Weire are pictured with
the Reconciliation Committee
who organise our annual weeklong celebration that forms part
of Strand 2 in the Service
Learning framework.

refer to our program as Service Learning

flourishing that leads to the flourishing of At Ormiston our students are connected

universities. The Turning the Tide paper,

as opposed to Social Justice.

others. Service must always increase the with many opportunities to serve and

released by the Making Caring Common

freedom, the autonomy, the dignity and

highlights include the Anglicare Winter

Project at the Harvard Graduate School

the power of those being served.

Warmth Appeal, our World Vision

of Education in 2016, reflected the

Sponsor Child and our new partnership

recommendations of the Admissions

with Hedley Sutton Aged Care.

Offices of universities across the

Through our new Framework, our Head
of Service Learning, Liss Campbell
highlights that service learning begins

Our Camberwell Girls Service Learning

with two premises. One is about the

Model is comprised of four strands:

During 2016 we undertook a review of

nature of the person and the other is about

Strand 1: Local Community Service

As a School, we are very proud of our

our Social Justice Program to document

the nature of power. When we look at

Strand 2: Service to Indigenous Australians

relationships with a number of key

the key initiatives of the last 10 years,

the nature of the person, we know that a

Strand 3: Global Service

organisations, where Camberwell Girls

review the existing aims and structure of

person is inseparable from community and,

Strand 4: Environmental Stewardship

are able to contribute in a meaningful

the program and assess whether they

when service happens in community and

meet the goals outlined in the current

for community, both the community and

strategic plan. It was also an important

the person are transformed.

In addition to co-curricular opportunities
for student engagement, these strands

way to their projects and we are
privileged to learn with those we serve.

are also linked to the curriculum.

Our girls also have incredible

Similarly when looking at the nature of

Strand 1 links with the Year 9 Service

opportunities to engage with the

power, it is important to understand that

Learning curriculum, with a focus on

community through events such as the

every human exchange or encounter

local disadvantage, especially youth

Winter Sleepout, Relay for Life, Pink

is framed within a dynamic of power.

homelessness. The Year 8 Service

Ribbon Day, Project 10, Cold Day and

Poverty is not just about the absence

Learning curriculum is focused on

Reconciliation Week to name a few.

of shelter, food, health, water and work

Indigenous Australians and is linked

In addition to advocating that we should

but more about the absence of power

to Strand 2. In Strand 3, the Year 10

continue to respond to service learning

to do anything about it. In this light,

Service Learning curriculum is focused

and social justice using the Christian

power is at the centre of service through

on global issues for women, with a

tradition of our School and our vision,

the empowerment of others and the

particular emphasis on Cambodia,

mission and values, the report also

community in which we exist.

through our relationship with the Green

time to benchmark our programs against
those conducted by other schools
nationally. Teachers, Liss Campbell and
Brett Stout, supported by other staff
undertook the review and presented
recommendations to refine our focus.

recommended that our actions should
move from a charity focus to a learning
relationship. In this context it was
decided that it was more accurate to

Liss concluded that service is about
being human with others in a way that
enriches the other’s humanity; it is

Gecko Project. In Strand 4, Environment

Service not only benefits those being
served. Studies indicate that there are
many benefits to those who serve,
including greater connectedness to their
communities, engagement in learning
and enhanced personal and social skills.

Stewardship forms part of the Year 7

The importance of sustained commitment

Service Learning curriculum and a

to serving others has also been

number of co-curricular activities.

recognised in recent years by leading

USA, including the main Ivy League
universities. They are committed to
reshaping the admissions process to place
greater value on service to others as key
criteria for college selection.
At Camberwell Girls, in serving others
we learn about our local community,
the global community and ourselves
through commitment to our values
through action. We are clearly guided
by our Service Learning Framework in
establishing and building long lasting
connections with others and honoring
the most Christian ideal of service.
With best wishes,
Debbie Dunwoody
Principal
Look for our inspirational quotes
(pp. 29-32). Tear along perforation
and display in your favourite frame.
We can all make a diﬀerence!

CAMLIFE Summer 2017
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SERVICE LEARNING PARTNERSHIPS
Camberwell G
supports many irls
charities
each year. We
are
also proud of ou
r
partnerships w
ith the
following organi
sations:

IN HER
DNA

LISS CAMPBELL
Head of Service Learning
Art & Religious Education Teacher

Liss is pictured
with a range of
items from Rehash
Trash (Cambodia)
and Days For Girls.

12

Before moving into the education

Our
appro new
ac
learni h has us
ng
along with and
side th
in nee ose
d.

“I do this through teaching Service

During 2016, Liss together with another

Liss created an entire new model. “Our

through the experience and so should

industry, Liss Campbell worked for many art and religious education. In 2017,

Learning classes, coordinating

teacher, Brett Stout conducted a review

new approach seeks to have us learn

our girls.

years as Graphic Designer and Illustrator she was appointed Head of Service

experiential learning opportunities,

of the School’s Social Justice Program

from our walk with and alongside those

for World Vision Australia. She was also

developing partnerships with local,

and they discovered just how ad-hoc the in need, rather than doing things to them

national and international not-for-profit

approach was.

the Creative Director of the 40 Hour
Famine.

Camberwell Girls in 2012 to teach both

Learning, a role perfectly suited to her.
Ultimately, the role exists to help all
members of the Camberwell Girls

Liss holds a Bachelor of Arts and after

community live out the School’s motto,

completing her Dip Ed, she joined

mission, vision and values.

6
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organisations and leading an annual trip
to Cambodia to immerse the girls in a
developing context,” says Liss.

“We appeared to be throwing money at a

or for them that they could otherwise do
themselves,” says Liss.

“I think we fully find ourselves more
when we serve. I want our girls and staff
to have a big heart for others, knowing
that serving others humbly in whatever

huge number of organisations but had no The new model is about empowerment.

capacity, has the potential to change

connection to their cause or those they

The organisations we partner and work

people’s lives and bring great joy and

worked with,” she says.

with should be in some way empowered

meaning to their own life,” she says.
CAMLIFE Summer 2017
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Liss’s passion stems from personal

is forever thinking about how she can

In addition, both sons have, as part of

experiences. She was born with a heart

change the injustices that she sees.

their pocket money a regular amount

defect but thankfully because she lived in
Australia, she survived. After giving birth
to her first son, she was told that it would
be too risky to put her heart through
childbirth again. So, she adopted her

“Ghandi essentially said that ‘we need
to be the change we wish to see in the
world’ - that is why I do what I do,”
she confirms.

youngest son from the Philippines. These The biggest highlight of the role Liss
experiences confirmed her passion for

says is seeing the students or staff

working with and helping others.

return from an experience full of joy and

“I feel a great weight of what Warren
Buffett called the ‘ovarian lottery’. I was

transformed in some way through their
encounter with others.

born here, have a great family and had

“Witnessing those powerful ‘ah-ha’

great opportunities. If I was born in most

moments is so extremely rewarding,”

other countries I wouldn’t have survived

she says with a huge grin.

my heart defects.

Service is in the DNA of Liss’s family.

Our son JM is ultimately a member of

She met husband Matt at church many

our family because of the devastating

years ago. Along with their two sons Will

effects of poverty. We feel blessed to

and JM they fully live out their Christian

have this amazing person in our life.

faith. They support a number of NGO’s

I can’t imagine having to make the

financially, serve in formal roles through

excruciating decision as a parent to give

their local church and they sponsor

up a child because I knew I didn’t have

three girls.

the money and resources to care and
provide for them,” says Liss.

designated to those less fortunate “After
a conversation with us they decide who
they give this to,” she says.
While there are many who inspire Liss
to live a life of service, first and foremost
she says it is the call of the Bible to, Act
Justly, Love Mercy and Walk Humbly
with God.
“Also Jesus and his indiscriminate
example of counter-cultural love and
service regardless of who they were and
where they came from.”
Liss, we thank you for setting such
a fine example and empowering our
Camberwell girls and staff to share
peace, restore justice and to immitate
the actions of Christ.

“We know that the empowerment of
girls in particular is one of the most

Liss admits that she is often overwhelmed

powerful ways to break the cycle of

with the world’s issues and that she

extreme poverty.”

As part of the School’s commitment

The Indigenous Literacy Foundation is

to reconciliation, each year our

working hard to change the statistics

Reconciliation Captains organise a

with help from the community and

week-long ‘Great Book Swap’ that takes

in 2017, they set the goal of raising

place in the Library.

$200,000 to buy 20,000 books.

500 b
ooks
went
indige to
no
childr us
en.

All funds raised from purchasing second- With thanks to the Camberwell Girls
hand books is directed to the Indigenous community, we can report that our own
Literacy Foundation to help them reach
their goal of lifting literacy levels of
Indigenous students and instilling a
lifelong love of reading.

“It’s a super simple initiative. The whole

books for young children in remote

idea is to swap a book, in exchange for

Indigenous communities,” says Year 11

another, whilst handing over a gold coin.

student and Co-Reconciliation Captain,

It contributes to such a fantastic cause of

in remote areas are at the minimum

Fearn Corney.

closing the literacy gap,” says Ali.

non-Indigenous students,” says Year 11
student and Co-Reconciliation Captain,
Ashika Mapa.

Camberwell Girls Grammar School

“This contributed to donating up to 500

“Only 25% of Indigenous students
reading standard, compared to 90% of

8

Book Swap raised $2,180.

Reconciliation Team Leader, Ali Larkey
says the annual event is a great way to
celebrate reading, whilst raising funds for
remote communities.
CAMLIFE Summer 2017
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When our Head of Service Learning,

Not only do these kits provide young

Each kit is made of brightly patterned

Liss Campbell discovered the

girls with access to a feminine hygiene

fabric so they don’t look like sanitary

organisation Days for Girls, she was

solution, they also allow girls to stay in

items when drying outside on a line.

instantly moved to learn how many

school and receive an education when

girls and women were living without a

they have their period - a basic right.

hygienic and convenient way to deal with
their periods. The impact that this was
having on their lives also got to Liss.
Days for Girls is an international charity
that makes feminine hygiene kits and
distributes them across the world. Its
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vision is for every girl and woman to
have ready access to feminine hygiene
by 2024.
“It never entered my mind that this could
even be an issue,” says Liss.

Liss linked the School up with the

Kim Waters was one of the staff
members involved in the project and
she describes the process as hugely

Camberwell branch of Days for Girls and rewarding.
it has certainly been a rewarding year.

“In some communities, the girls can’t

Using our new MakerSpace, a day-long

even sleep in the house. They are not

workshop took place in June where

allowed inside for five days whilst they

students and staff worked collaboratively have their period. This really hit home
with volunteers from the Camberwell

with me. It’s such a barrier and it just

branch to make all the individual

doesn’t need to be,” says Kim.

components of the kit.

Year 11 student, Isabella Nielson was

Later in August, the volunteers returned

involved in both production days and

and together with our staff and students

was also one of the students lucky

Girls and women without access to

they packed the kits. To top it off, the

enough to take the kits to Cambodia.

sanitary products use mattress stuffing,

students and staff who travelled to

leaves and basically anything they can

Cambodia on the Immersion Trip took

find during menstruation, making them

100 kits with them and distributed them

uncomfortable, at risk of disease and

to girls and women in need in Cambodia.

infection, and they often miss days of
school. It truly is a vicious cycle.

“On the inaugural Cambodia trip in 2016,
Kim Waters and I were very excited to

“They drop out of school, get married

learn that the Green Gecko girls actually

and have children at a young age, and

are part of the team on the ground

then the whole cycle starts over again

who hand out the kits and conduct

with the next generation,” says Liss.

education,” says Liss.

“I’m so glad that I was able to help girls
and women with something that should
just be a natural part of their life,” says
Isabella.
To date, Days for Girls has reached over
800,000 women and girls in over 110
countries. It can reach everybody with
continued help and support.

CAMLIFE Summer 2017
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What’
a
inside g
birthin
kit?

Birthing
Kits

It is estimated that more than 300,000

Deputy Principal / Head of Senior

In a little over an hour, our speedy

women die annually during childbirth,

School, Cathy Poyser has participated

Camberwell girls assembled exactly

many from preventable infections. That’s in the program since its inception at

200 kits. Those 200 kits are now in the

over 800 women, dying every day, whilst the School. She says it is really hard to

hands of pregnant women in more than

giving birth.

believe that the contents of the kit are

20 developing countries and will help to

all that is required to assist a woman in

reduce the chance of infection.

Camberwell Girls is dedicated to
reducing this number and for 10 years

safely birthing her baby.

Year 10 student, Madison Parfuss has

our staff and students have prepared

“The reality is, that many women are

participated in our kit assembly days each

birth kits to enable women the basic

giving birth on their own due to isolation,

year since joining Camberwell Girls.

right of a clean and safe childbirth.

poor transport or cultural choice. I

Each kit contains a plastic sheet, cake
of soap, a pair of gloves, a scalpel
blade, three pieces of string and five
gauze squares.

believe that every woman has the right
to a clean and safe childbirth. If we can
help make that a reality and reduce the
number of deaths, then I’ll ensure we

“It’s such a simple thing to do but it can
have such a big impact. I’m hoping
that our 200 kits packed this year save
exactly 200 lives,” says Madison.

participate in this program for many more
years to come,” says Cathy.
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Dream Stitches is a community-based

In January, the School formed a

Most of the women who attend Dream

Next year, Kim will spend time each

flat-pack sewing tables and we were

sewing program for migrant and refugee

partnership with this local program and

Stitches have young children. Whilst the

week working alongside the other

delighted to donate them to Dream

women. Funded by The Anglican

every Friday, two students and a teacher

women sew, our Camberwell girls keep

volunteers, who include dressmakers,

Stitches at the beginning of the year.

Diocese of Melbourne, in partnership

spend time at Dream Stitches serving

their children entertained in the creche.

professional tailors and pattern makers.

with Anglicare and the Anglican Parish

refugee and asylum seeker women.

of Box Hill, the program was formed 13

Year 10 student Meg Billson thoroughly

Together, they will work one-on-one to
teach the women to sew.

“As Christians living out our faith,

enjoyed her time spent at Dream

we need to be active in welcoming

Stitches. “It was really satisfying to know “At first, the basic sewing skills are

Run out of St Aidan’s Church Hall

newcomers to Australia and those in

that my time enabled someone else the

taught and then they move onto making

every Friday, a dedicated group of

need,” says Liss Campbell.

opportunity to fulfil their own dream,”

clothes, so that they can provide for

says Meg.

their own family. Some of the women

years ago.

volunteers teach sewing skills to refugee
women, with the aim of helping them to
supplement their family income.

Dream Stitches also provides an

have even been able get commissioned

important social environment and

Teacher and passionate sewer, Kim

supportive community to the women

Waters was one of the first staff

as they adjust to life with their families

members to volunteer. She enjoyed the

in Australia.

experience so much that she has signed As a team-building activity, the staff of
on to become a regular volunteer in 2018.

work by making clergy vestments for the
Anglican Diocese,” says Kim.

Camberwell Girls built a number of

eNriching
through stitching
really
s
a
w
“It
know
o
t
g
n
i
d
satisfy ime enable
yt
e
that m one else th l
some nity to fulfi
tu
oppor wn dream,”
their o Year 10.
Meg,
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Helen Creed grew up with an

education. “We are still in contact. She

the foundations on which the School was

understanding that caring for others is a

really opened up the riches of literature

formed.

natural part of life. She observed both of

to me.”

her parents offer their time and talents to
others and this instilled and ignited the
same passion in Helen.

It was later and after a successful career and interactions in service, our
in teaching that Helen decided to follow

Camberwell girls discover that

her heart. “From childhood, I always

sometimes they are the ‘poor’ ones,

Her mum was a wonderful piano player,

had a secret idea of myself being a

despite being materially well-off.

who shared her love of music with

minister. It wasn’t until I was about 30

children and in nursing homes. Her

that I decided to study theology and a

father worked with a group of physically

few years later, I had a clear, humbling

disabled people and also house-bound

experience of God calling me to be a

elderly people.

minister,” she says.

“They were just good Christian people

It’s no surprise that Helen and her

who wanted to help others. They didn’t

husband Roger are involved in projects

draw attention to their activities, they just through their local parish. Together they
went about it quietly,” she says.
Helen joined the Camberwell Girls
community in 2004 as School Chaplain,
a role that sees her offer opportunities
for people within our School to connect
with God: to be touched by God’s love,
and to know their worth in God’s sight.
“I believe that the best way to know God
is through the life of Jesus, so making it
possible for people to hear those stories

ar,
I had a cle ience
xper
e
g
n
li
b
m
hu
g me to
in
ll
a
c
d
o
of G
ter.
be a minis

Helen hopes that through participation

is a big focus,” says Helen.
Helen holds a Bachelor of Arts, Diploma
of Education, Bachelor of Divinity and
a Master of Theology - equating to 10
years of study.

help asylum seekers and those living
with poverty. Roger, a musician also
spent many years teaching blind children
to play music and the Christian Blind
Mission is the organisation that Helen
feels the strongest connection to.
“I hate the idea of not being able to see,
especially children. Now that there are

“Liss understands that being involved
is a blessing for us as much as for
those we might get alongside; and
that we need to be sure that we do not
disempower people when we seek to
help them,” says Helen.
Helen admires Nelson Mandela because
after spending many years in prison, his
heart is not bitter. Equally, she admires
the life of Archbishop Desmund Tutu and
his work on the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission.
“His work showed how speaking the truth
opens up new possibilities in situations
of great pain and hurt.”

procedures to help, I love to think of

We thank Helen for following her heart

that moment when a child opens their

all those years ago and for nurturing the

eyes and can see for the first time,”

Christian life of our fine School.

says Helen.
As part of her role as Chaplain, Helen
actively supports the School’s Service
Learning Program. She praises Liss
Campbell for the time she has dedicated

Inspired by her own High School English to re-developing the program to ensure
teacher, Helen was drawn to a career in

that it reflects the Christian ethos and

FOLLOW
YOUR
16
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There is a young girl living in Zimbabwe,

wear casual clothes in the colour of the

It is heartening to know that our

South Africa. Her name is Nyasha and

Zimbabwean flag. Throughout the day,

sponsorship of Nyasha will create a

she is 13 years of age. She doesn’t know the Years 5 and 6 students held activities childhood that should set her up for a
our 250 students at Ormiston. But… our

to educate the girls on Zimbabwean

promising and bright future. Thanks

students all know her.

culture including dance, language and

to World Vision, our money is directed

art,” says Michelle.

toward the causes that they have

Nyasha is the Junior School’s World

identified as the contributors to her life in

Vision Sponsor Child and every year for

Other fundraising initiatives include,

the past seven years, (more than half

the ‘I Chair Do You?’ event, where each

of her life), our Ormiston students have

class decides on an item or activity that

been raising funds to create a better life

they will give up for the day. Items have

Nyasha lives with both of her parents

and future for this young girl.

included chairs (hence the name of the

and also a younger brother. She is

event), iPads, lights and TV.

currently in the equivalent of Year 7 and

Ormiston Service Learning Team Leader,
Michelle Kalus says that over the past

“Nurturing empathy plays a critical

couple of years, a conscious effort has

role in creating positive social change.

been made to ensure that the fundraising Considering the perspectives and
events for Nyasha have a true meaning

experiences of others is a powerful way

and purpose.

of cultivating compassionate, hopeful

“Earlier this year, we held a cultural
day where all students were invited to

Ormiston students
pictured with Michelle
preparing a Christmas
card for Nyasha
(pictured above).

and active service learning leaders,”
says Michelle.

poverty including education, food, water
and healthcare.

her favourite subject is local language. It
has been wonderful to witness Nyasha’s
journey of growth and for our girls to
experience her life journey.

BIG LIT TLE
HEART S
In June, a new partnership was formed

“A buddy system is in place and each

“It is a great experience to be with old

with Hedley Sutton, a residential aged

student is partnered with one of the

people because you get to hang out and

care facility in Camberwell.

residents. Our students read books,

hear about their lives.” Genevieve Khaw

Set on the grounds of the grand Linda
Mansion on Canterbury Road, Hedley
Sutton is home to 100 residents.
Each fortnight, either our Year 1 or Year
2 classes walk to Hedley Sutton to spend
time with their new-found friends.
Year 1 Teacher and Ormiston Service
Learning Team Leader Michelle Kalus
says the partnership provides a great
opportunity for our younger Camberwell

talk about what they are learning and
just enjoy sharing conversation with the
residents,” says Michelle.

up.” Celeste Mai

e familiar
family to visit them, meaning the
ngs
faces of our Camberwell girls brings
much joy.
It is obvious that our students love
visiting Hedley Sutton.
“It is a bit hard sometimes to be with my
made her feel happy and she still made
e
me feel happy.” Jessica Wong

Camberwell Girls Grammar School

then if they feel sad, we can cheer them

Sadly, some of the residents have no

girls to enjoy giving back to the community. buddy because she can’t talk, but I stilll

18

“We get to know about their feelings and
nd

Stude
books nts read
sharin and enjoy
with th g their time
e resi
dents
.

CAMBODIA
Together, we work towards instilling

Watkins and Kate Giles travelled to

The trip enabled the girls to build

compassion and a sense of citizenship

Cambodia on a two-week journey to

relationships, or restore friendships

in students so they understand that while work in partnership with The Green

made on the first trip, and participate in
activities with kids and older teenagers

they may be in a relatively advantaged

Gecko Project, an umbrella organisation

position, there are people across the

that provides long-term health, education without a divide. It was also a wonderful

world suffering injustice on a daily basis.

and training initiatives for more than 100

opportunity for them to learn from the

children and their families.

younger Green Gecko students.

From teaching young children (the

“One of the most important things we

We encourage our girls to strengthen
bonds with specific charities, so they

become familiar with how their donations Geckos) English, crocheting plastic

learnt was that we aren’t coming in and

are being used and how they will have

bags to sell at local markets, working

being their saviours. We have as much

an impact on those in need.

on farms, practicing Bokator martial arts

to learn from them as they do from us,”

and learning how to write their names

says Year 10 student, Isabella Lincke.

This year’s Service Learning Immersion
Tour was the second year that a group
of students and staff have travelled to
Cambodia. Some students participated
in the trip for a second consecutive year,

in Khmer, our students and staff were
continually immersed in the traditional
Cambodian culture and experienced
many new opportunities.

proving just how rewarding that act of

“Many of the people we worked with

service is.

couldn’t speak English, but we were able

In September, 15 students and three
staff members Liss Campbell, Nirvana
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The final days of the tour involved a
homestay in the Kulen Mountains,
providing a perfect opportunity to relax
and to reflect on everything learnt.

We wer
e
to comm able
un
through icate
sm
and laug iles
hter.

to communicate through smiles, laughter,
demonstration and dance,” says Year 10
student, Isobel Arnot.
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Warm-Hearted

For homeless Victorians, winter is a time “We set up four large tables and one by

You can easily donate, just by giving

of real hardship. Temperatures drop, the

one, classes place items on the tables.

something simple like a box of cereal or

rain sets in and many struggle to find a

It is exciting to watch the collection

packet of noodles,” says Ella.

Win ter
Appeal

as something substantial to eat.

Little a
s go
n
o
i
t
c
a
y...
a
w
g
lon
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dry and warm shelter for the night as well grow and this year was a huge success

A long Ormiston tradition is the annual
Winter Warmth Appeal. For more than

with everybody getting into the spirit of
helping others,” says Olivia and Tanya,
two of the Service Learning Leaders.

The four-week collection culminated
with an assembly which was attended
by special guest, Meleea Wood from
Anglicare. Meleea spoke to the students

10 years, our Junior School families and

Ella our third Service Learning Leader

about how their collection of items will

staff have collaborated to collect items

has been participating in the Winter

make a difference to the lives of others.

for Victoria’s homeless.

Warmth Appeal since joining the School

In addition, Meleea thanked the Junior

in Early Learning.

School community by presenting the

Over a period of four weeks leading

Service Learning Leaders with a framed

into Winter, under the leadership of our

“When we get hungry, we can easily just

Junior Service Learning Leaders, the

go to our pantry and get some food. But

School asks families to donate non-

for many, it’s a lot different. The Winter

“The Winter Warmth Appeal is a nice

perishable food items and personal care

Warmth Appeal is about helping people

reminder to the girls that little actions go

items which are donated to Anglicare

that are going through a hard time.

a long way,” says Head of Junior School,

and distributed to those in need.

appreciation certificate.

Paul Donohue

CRAIG GOODWIN
Deputy Head of Junior School - Student Wellbeing
Year 6 Classroom Teacher

If you see someone walking around

where he was able to learn something he Craig also supports various other

the Junior School Grounds with a pad

had never experienced in a workplace

charities such as the Peter MacCallum

of post-it notes, you can guarantee it

up until that point. Craig then completed

Cancer Centre, World Vision, Royal

is Craig Goodwin. On his daily yard

a Graduate Diploma of Education and

Children’s Hospital, Pinchapoo and the

duties, he loves nothing that more than

Master of Education.

Australian Red Cross.

Outside of the classroom, Craig is an

“I recently attended an event at Peter

jotting down highlights of the 2-minute
conversations he has with the students.

active member in the community and

Mac due to the fundraising efforts of

Craig joined Camberwell Girls in 2008

very passionate about service learning

The Croydon Lions. It is a joy to have

as a Junior Classroom Teacher and

and social justice. In his early teenage

that camaraderie with the other group

was appointed Deputy Head of Junior

years, he was prompted by his high

members whilst also thinking of people

School – Student Wellbeing in 2015.

school Chaplain to think beyond the

in our local community that we can

Craig is determined to support, enrich

world he lives in and be compassionate

support,” he says.

and challenge each child to achieve their towards people he didn’t often mingle
personal best in everything they do.
“Children have the right to be happy and
enjoy their life in school, whether it be
a love of learning or through building

with. As a result, he met and spoke
to many homeless men, this left an
impression on him which he revisited in
his late 20s.

positive friendships and relationships.

He believes it is important to remain

The Service Learning program is a

connected and to give back to the

pathway towards a sense of belonging

community - donating blood every

and achievement,” he says.

school holiday period is one of Craig’s

Graduating with a Bachelor of Arts,

many acts of service.

Craig initially spent his working week in

“I began to do this as my wife challenged

finance, however he found the strong

me several years ago. I would whine

focus on profits wasn’t for him.

about certain things happening in the

A trip to Japan in his 20’s, where he
taught young children sparked his
interest in a career in education. He
says it was their warmth, joy and humour
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community and Belinda once responded,
“Well then why don’t you do something
about it?” As a result, I started giving
blood and I also joined The Lions Club
of Croydon.”

As a father to two boys, Craig says he is
looking forward to getting them involved
in different community events through
their kindergartens and schools.
“I want them to think of others and to
appreciate the stories behind the faces
around us. We don’t know what people
are going through, so before we judge
we should make the effort to get to know
them and support them.”
We love the contributions you make to
help others Craig and we know you are
inspiring others to do the same!

Craig beli
e
it is impor ves
t
remain co ant to
n
and to giv nected
eb
the comm ack to
unity.

TAKE
NOTE

During Term Two, our Year 6 students

become apparent very quickly, that we had World champion surfer, Kelly Slater did

were set the task of researching an

a hall full of extremely high quality work.

DAY OF THE

innovator who is currently doing great

needed to present their findings at an

Deputy Head of Junior School and Year

INNOVATORS

exhibition called Day of the Innovators.

6 Teacher, Craig Goodwin.

The result - a day-long, innovative and

As part of the project, each student was

interactive learning centre in the hub of

required to write a gratitude letter to their

the Junior School where students, staff

innovator. Many of the students received

and parents were educated by the Year

return responses in written form which

6 girls.

touched the hearts of our students.

The way in which the students presented

For Anthea Gazis, the response from her

their research was mind blowing and it

innovator was a little different.

Stude
nts
wrote
a
gratitu
de let
te
to the
ir cho r
innova sen
tor.

things for the betterment of the world.

“The students really became strong,
proud and dedicated ambassadors for

After weeks of investigating, the girls

their chosen innovator and cause,” said

an Instagram post to his 2 million plus
followers, thanking Anthea for the work
that she did to create an awareness
and to educate people on keeping our
oceans clean.
“Kelly has his own foundation and he is
also an ambassador for the Wave for
Water Foundation and Sea Shepherd.
I love surfing and I chose Kelly as I am
really inspired by the work he does to
protect our natural environment,” said an
excited Anthea.
Such an inspiring learning project for all.

World champion surfer,
Kelly Slater did an Instagram
post to his 2 million plus
followers, thanking Anthea
for the work that she did.
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My Journey

Charlotte
Drew

Commenced Camberwell Girls journey in 2011 (Foundation) / From a family of women who have always been
active in the community and instilled in Charlotte the importance of care and support for others / Her mother,
grandmother and great grandmother (who is 90) all give back to others on a regular basis / She gains a great
sense of happiness and pride from helping others and enjoys contributing to make a difference in the community /
Travelled to Fiji with her family and a suitcase full of school supplies. Volunteering at local primary schools they met
students and educators and learnt that without the support of others, the students would not have the opportunity to
receive an education / Regularly helps out at Open Hands, a soup kitchen catering for the homeless, elderly, lonely
and the poor. Charlotte helps set up, collect plates and then, her favourite part - “at the end I just speak to the guests
so they feel connected to the community and not alone” / An animal lover, Charlotte and her family also support
RSPCA and recently adopted two older dogs by giving them a forever home - “everybody generally wants puppies
which means older dogs are harder to rehouse” / The organisation that has had the biggest impact on Charlotte is
Open Hands – “I’ve seen firsthand, the hardship of families with children who have nothing and are grateful for the
food and company we give them. It has made me grateful for the things that I have and the life that I live” / When
not giving of her time to others, Charlotte can be found playing netball, horse riding, at gymnastics or ballet.

Liilllla
a Wa
ats
t on
n
Mahatma Gandhi

Her Dream: I want to be a surgeon so I can help people and make a difference in their lives.
Last Words: My time at Camberwell Girls has taught me that we all have the ability to make a difference and that it
only takes one person to inspire others. If I could, I would change the way people treat each other. I’d love a world
where everybody is accepting, supporting and equal.

Everybody can be great…
because anybody can serve.
You don’t have to have a college
degree to serve.
You don’t have to make your
subject & verb agree to serve.
You only need a heart full of
grace. A soul generated by love.
Maha
Ma
hatm
ha
t a Ga
tm
Gand
nd
dhi
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Mahatma Gandhi

My Journey

How

FEARN
CORNEY

wonderful
it is that

nobody
need wait
a single moment
before starting

to improve
the world.

Commenced Camberwell Girls journey in 2013 (Year 7) / Enjoyed her year as Reconciliation Captain, working
closely with Murrundindi to introduce initiatives to help educate the Camberwell Girls community about Indigenous
culture / Currently in Year 11 and studying Visual Communication Design, Studio Arts, Theatre Studies, English,
Mathematics and Community Service at TAFE / Is from a family who has always given to the community and who
never sheltered her from the “harsh and damaging ways of the world” / Was taught from a very young age to help
others because “that’s just what people do” / To Fearn, service isn’t giving back - instead it’s all about what she
learns from others along the way / Has travelled to Cambodia twice on the School’s Immersion Trip and spent
her holidays volunteering at Green Gecko. Trips she describes as life changing and a true reflection of “it’s not
about where you are but who you are with” / Is adamant that service shouldn’t be ‘tracked’ however, highlights for
Fearn have included tutoring refugee students, spending time with the homeless at shelters, looking after children
at River Nile, the 40 Hour Famine and attending the One World WonTok Conference / Has completed every level
of the Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award Program - Bronze, Silver and Gold / Loves meeting new people,
experiencing new cultures and environments and offering her own skills to support others / It will come as no
surprise that in the future, Fearn wants to work with people in either community development, foreign aid, nursing
or art therapy.
Her Dream: For everyone in the world to be provided with equal opportunities and rights to further improve their
lives in a positive, safe, happy and equal environment.
Last Words: It is imperative to give back to enable others to survive and to live peaceful lives. By giving to others
we learn to be selfless, generous and kind. This is then passed on through generations and cultures. We also

Anne Frank

learn that giving back isn’t just a ‘nice quality’. It is something we should be doing every day. It creates a balanced
community, allowing people to be equal by giving what they can and taking what they need. By working together,
you realise that there is a lot more to the world than ‘you’. It is a world of ‘us’.

During the mid-year holidays, Natasha

“At school we would spend our days

“In Melbourne, the pace is really fast.

Tucker and Veda Surapaneni, both

teaching English to the students. When

There’s not a lot of time for relaxing and

Year 11 students, travelled to Peru to

not at school, we spent time getting to

finding your inner-self.”

complete the Residential Project of their

know the locals and volunteering on a

Gold Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.

reforestation project,” says Veda.

Whilst there is no requirement for the

The girls also spent three days in

many simple necessities that we take

destination to be abroad, a requirement

Iquitos where they swam in the Amazon

for granted. In Peru, we didn’t have

of the Residential Project is to spend

River with some local wildlife including

electricity for 11 days.”

four nights and five days in an unfamiliar caimans, which are tiny crocodiles and
environment with other young people.

arapaimas which are frog-eating fish.

In true Camberwell Girls spirit, Natasha

The girls met many people during their

and Veda wanted to challenge

stay, including the locals and other

themselves. After much consideration,

young like-minded Americans, who were

they decided on Peru and instead of

also volunteering.

spending four nights away, they decided
to spend a full two weeks volunteering.
“We spent most of our time in Santa
Cruz, an extremely rural part of Peru.
Everyday, we would hike 40 minutes to
get to the river where our boat would

GOLDEN

The leader of the program was Emerson,
who they nicknamed Jungle Jesus.
“Emerson has lived in the jungle his
entire life and he took us hiking, carving
out the path as we went,” says Veda.

Natasha says she learnt to be grateful
for everything she has. “There are so

The one thing they miss the most since
returning home to Melbourne is waving.
“In Peru, everybody waves. I miss
waving to people. Everybody there is so
happy, “ says Natasha.
Veda is quick to agree, “Even the
monkeys waved back!”
They have firm advice for their peers
completing the Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award. “Don’t stay local… if you have
the opportunity, volunteer somewhere

take us to the local school. At the end

On reflection, the girls learnt many

abroad. Go on an adventure, you won’t

of the day, we had to hike another 40

things. For Veda, the biggest lesson she

regret and you’ll learn so much! ”

minutes home,” says Natasha.

learnt is that we must slow down.

OPPOR T UNITY
In
every Peru
It’s the body wave
s
miss t one thing w .
he
e
return most sinc
e
ing ho
m
e
Melbo
urne! to
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A culmination of months of hard work by

“Our program offers intimate classes,

many, this event truly was a celebration

allowing for focussed lessons. Numbers

of the team effort required to see our

are growing and we are building a really

own Swim Club and Swim School

lovely CGGS Aquatic Centre community,”

become a reality.

says Lisa.

Under the leadership of Head Coach,

The CGGS Aquatic Centre forms part of

Peter Kitney our competitive squad

the School’s commitment to broadening

swimmers have come a long way in just

our sports offerings and programs.

a short period of time.

Owned and operated solely by the

“We’ve entered a number of
competitions, most recently the State

DIVE

Whilst we opened the doors to our new-

Club President, Andrew Price delighted

ability levels.

Sprint Championships and it has been

Peter and Lisa warmly welcome all

extremely satisfying to watch our

families to join CGGS Aquatic Centre.

members grow in confidence, courage,

If you are interested in learning more

look CGGS Aquatic Centre in Term 3, the commitment and ability, ensuring that
official opening was held in November.

School, the programs offered cater for all

please visit cggsaquatic.com.au

we have lots of fun along the way,”
says Peter.

in welcoming club members, aquatic

Swim School Coordinator, Lisa Williams

staff, committee members, school staff

says it has been a delight to welcome

and council members to this special

both current Camberwell Girls families as

occasion.

well as those residing in the local area.

IN
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DARA’S
LABYRINTH
The creation of Dara’s Labyrinth at

sky between July and November and is

Camberwell Girls during 2017 was

at the epicentre of the labyrinth.

inspired by our learning with Murrundindi
and our Positive Education Program.
Artist in Residence, Simon Normand

Simon made the focus of this labyrinth
the animals, which are of particular
importance to the Kulin Nation. Bunjil

spent seven months onsite, collaborating the Eagle appears as part of the Milky
with students and staff to create the

way. Barrai-mul the Emu, Wareen

beautiful labyrinth that lays at the top of

the Wombat and Bulen-Bulen the

the main entrance to the Senior School.

Lyrebird all feature on the outside of

From the moment eight tonnes of

the labyrinth walk.

sandstone and Venetian glass were

A labyrinth is a walking meditation and,

delivered to the School in January,

to walk Dara’s Labyrinth is more than

right through to when the first ring

200 metres. It is a peaceful experience

was laid and the first mosaic animal

that integrates mind, body and spirit. The

completed, the community watched in

inward journey is about letting go and

awe as Simon’s vision for this former

quietening your mind. At the centre you

amphitheatre came to life.

should experience a sense of calm and

It was a delight to officially open Dara’s
Labyrinth on a lovely evening in October.
We were grateful to have Murrundindi

openness. The return journey allows you
to re-engage with the world in a positive
and peaceful way.

open the ceremony and The Right

Labyrinths are also places of

Reverend Bishop Genieve Blackwell

contemplation and renewal. A place for

dedicate and bless this new outdoor

quieting a restless mind. A labyrinth walk

sanctuary.

can help us to reconnect with ourselves

As the first labyrinth in the City of
Boroondara and the first Indigenous
labyrinth that has been created in a
Victorian school, it is significant that

and also helps us to connect to the world
around us. People often walk labyrinths
barefoot to experience a sense of
connectedness with the earth.

more than 250 staff and students

We encourage you to visit Dara’s

collaborated in its creation. Students

Labyrinth to meditate and to reflect

assisted with the animal mosaics and all

on life, including loved ones past and

staff made a mosaic star.

present. We hope it is place where your

The design of Dara’s Labyrinth is based

Dara’s
Labyr
is the
first la inth
byrint
to be
h
built in
City o
t
he
f Boro
ondar
a.

spirit is nurtured and nourished.

on Aboriginal artist, William Barak’s
famous 19th century watercolours of
ceremonial life. In Indigenous stories
Dara is the star that fell to Earth and
created Bunjil the eagle. This star, with
its two moons can be seen in the night
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In August, we were delighted to welcome and preparation rooms. In 1996 work

and intricacies of our universe and our

to Camberwell Girls former Principal, Dr

on this dream began and the Barbara

place within it, was truly deserving of a

Barbara Fary to officially open our new

Fary Science Centre opened in August

specially designed Centre.

MakerSpace.

of 1997.

Located in the Barbara Fary Science

Dr Fary was a true visionary. She

stage one of the refurbishment of

Centre, it was only fitting that Dr Fary

devoted her life’s work to education

the Barbara Fary Science Centre,

opened this wonderful new learning

and was nationally recognised for her

including the development of the new

space. Surrounded by her family, current research into the areas of curriculum

MakerSpace and adjoining Robot and

and former Science staff, School Council and assessment as recipient of the

Science Laboratory. Stage two of the

Members and Life Governors, the
event was a perfect celebration which
honoured all that Dr Fary dreamt of.

Her innate insight, intellect and wisdom
underpinned her motivation and

refurbishment project will take place in
2018 and will see all other laboratories
updated.

commitment to providing opportunities

We are grateful for Dr Fary’s vision

Principal, 23 years ago, Dr Fary had

for all students of Camberwell Girls to

and her continued commitment to

a dream to develop a state-of-the-art

pursue a greater understanding of the

Camberwell Girls.

science facility which would house

world around them.

of physics, chemistry, biology and
general science, as well as resource

Camberwell Girls Grammar School

Order of Australia in 2002.

In her role as the School’s fourth

five laboratories to cater for the study

40

It was the School’s honour to complete

The discipline and breadth of the study
of Science, which seeks to understand
and explain the beauty, complexities
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This year, as a School, we were thrilled
to have embarked on our inaugural
European Music Tour during the June
School Holidays.
Sixty current Camberwell girls and
three from the Class of 2016, spent 19
days in Europe accompanied by Jenny
Meachem, Rohan Mack, Mat Duniam,
Penny Byrne, Helen Creed, Nareen
Robinson and Cathy Poyser.
The girls and staff travelled and
performed through five countries, visiting
the cities of Milan, Verona, Venice,

EUROPEAN

TOUR

MUSIC

Ljubljana, Bled, Salzburg, Melk, Vienna,
Télc, Prague and Munich.
From Concert Band and Orchestra to
Tour Strings, Tour Choir and Full Choir,
all students were given the opportunity to
learn from international music specialists
and refine their musical talent, as well
as perform in some of the world’s most
magnificent concert halls and churches.
The Church of San Stae in Venice, inside
the Postojna Caves, the Conservatory
of Music and Ballet in Salzburg, the
Salzburg Dom and the Mozarteum, the
Musikverein and the Tatzmannsdorf
Festival Hall in Vienna were just a few, of
the many venues.
“Being able to play and sing in these
amazing settings taught me so much
about the history and importance of
music around Europe. During the
Summa Cum Laude Music Festival, we
were able to witness a broad array of
talent from around the globe. Not many
people my age can say that they have
performed in Vienna. I am thoroughly
grateful for having the chance to travel
to Europe with Camberwell Girls,” says
Year 7 student, Olivia Banitsiotis.
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U

The last stop on the Tour was the historical
Washington DC where students were
provided with a diverse array of historical
contexts from ancient Native American
cultures to the current President.
Our Camberwell girls were given the
opportunity to embrace new skills and
deepen their understanding of what their
futures may hold in the fields of Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts and
Mathematics with guidance from experts.
The USA History and Science Study

“It would have been impossible to

Tour is now firmly established in the

experience truly authentic learning like

Camberwell Girls calendar, with 16

this from the classroom in Australia. The

students and three staff members, Karin

Tour allowed us to grow in confidence and

Lemanis, Liza Stevens and Lauren

ability whilst expanding our leadership and

Law, embarking on our third trip in the

teamwork skills,” says Chloe.

September holidays.

Interest is already building for the next trip.

It was a busy two weeks, with the first
stop of many, being NASA Space Camp
in Huntsville, Alabama. It was here,
students undertook rigorous Advanced
Space Academy Training and lived as
an astronaut for a week. The next stop
was Orlando, Florida to visit the Kennedy
Space Centre and Universal Studios.
Year 10 student Chloe Bennett says the
Tour was a remarkable and captivating
journey filled with many precious memories
and stories she will never forget.
“From the noise and chaos of mission
control to the peace and tranquillity of the
Lincoln Memorial, the trip was certainly
an experience I would recommend to any
Camberwell girl heading into Years 10 or
11,” says Chloe.

S

A

If you entered the Barbara Sutton Hall

teenage brain as it develops and, how

in early August, you did in fact enter the

those changes impact on the teenager

teenage brain!

and the world around them.

The 2017 Senior School Production of

Incorporating acting, dance and

Brainstorm took place over three nights

multimedia, quite simply, Brainstorm

with audiences enjoying this high energy explained how we ‘become’ who we are.
and ever-changing play.

Congratulations to all involved!

With a cast and crew of more than 100,
Brainstorm explored some of the most
extraordinary changes that happen in the

brainstorm
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FROM THE PARENTS &
FRIENDS ASSOCIATION CHAIR

2017 highlights
include:
Welcome Drinks
The year commenced with our annual
Welcome Drinks. Almost 200 parents
enjoyed a glass of wine while PFA

The Camberwell Girls community is

while waiting for an event to begin. It is

friendly, welcoming and active, for

also excellent role modelling for our girls. contributed: a NAO robot to the School,

parents as well as students!

In 2017, we were supported by more

The Parents and Friends Association

than 100 volunteers at over 30 activities,

(PFA) is at the heart of the parent

which we believe is a tremendous signal

community at Camberwell Girls. It exists

to our girls and their teachers as to how

to support the School, while encouraging much the parent community cares about
‘friend-raising’ and ‘fundraising’ in the

the work they all put in. If we add to that

parent community.

number, those who attended our events

Friend-raising is a priority for us. By
supporting the many activities in sport,
drama, music, art and science - we aim

and those who contributed financially to
our activities, almost every parent at the
School was involved at some level.

two years, the PFA is proud to have

volunteers tempted them with trays
of delicious canapés supplied by the

10 laptops so that girls can learn coding,

School’s catering company, Pinwheel &

a piano for the Junior School, a grand

Co. Guests were able to catch up with

piano for the Music Rehearsal Room, a

friends and make new acquaintances,

Prowise screen for the new MakerSpace

whilst being serenaded by some of our

and aquatic equipment including dive

own talented musicians. A fabulous way

blocks and new lane ropes as part of

to start the year!

the refurbishment of the CGGS Aquatic
Centre. We also cover the cost of a
ticket for each girl attending the Year 12
Valedictory Dinner and the graduation
lunch for Year 6 students at Ormiston.

to create an engaging and comfortable

Fundraising is also important for the

atmosphere that enables parents to

PFA. With the guidance of School

meet people and possibly create life

Principal, Debbie Dunwoody and her

long friendships. Many of us find this an

team, the PFA purchases items, which

invaluable resource to ask questions,

are identified as having the potential

raise concerns, to find out what is going

to lift the educational opportunities

Linda Black

on at the School or to simply have fun

for students to a new level. In the last

PFA Chair

Mother’s Day
Barbara Sutton Hall was proudly bursting
at the seams with many mums and
daughters from both the Junior and
Senior Schools. Those in attendance

In 2017, we raised $30,000 through

enjoyed a delicious breakfast, alongside

voluntary parent donations and a further

some of the School’s senior staff

$7,000 from the PFA’s annual fundraising

members. The Class Reps worked their

event, the Trivia Night.

magic, preparing gifts, decorating the
room and serving breakfast on the day.
Father’s Day
Traditions are important! But which
is it that brings back so many dads
and daughters, year after year? Is it a
plentiful and delicious breakfast or is
it the father/daughter Challenge Cup?
Thanks again to the Class Reps who
assisted with the organisation of our
annual Father’s Day Breakfast.
Junior School Disco

Friends of the Arts

Class Reps Activities

As you entered Barbara Sutton Hall prior Each year level is fortunate to be
to one of our many Arts performances

supported by Class Reps. Class Reps

this year, including House Music, House

are essential to the work of the PFA

Dance, House Drama, Festival of Music

as they are the conduit between the

and Brainstrom, you might remember

School and parents. They highlight

being greeted by a friendly PFA member. important information to parents in their
Canapés and drinks were prepared and

year level and create opportunities for

served by volunteers prior to the curtain

parents to meet one another within their

opening. Those greeting you are part

daughter’s year level. For instance, our

of our friendly Friends of the Arts group

Year 7 Class Reps worked together

who work to support the School’s music,

to hold a very successful dinner for

art and drama program. Our mid-year

families at Colombos with 120 people

sausage roll making afternoon attended

in attendance. Many other successful

by about 20 people was one of our most

events have been held throughout the

memorable afternoons of the year.

year including weekly informal coffee

Trivia Night
This event is the PFA’s annual fundraiser

catch-ups at both the School’s café or
local haunts.

and sell-out event! It was difficult not to

School Support

have fun at our upbeat ‘Movie’ themed

Possibly the secret to our success is

trivia night. Whether in costume or not,

the support offered by Camberwell

150 parents enjoyed a very entertaining

Girls through the Foundation Office.

show provided by Trivia Meisters. With

In particular, I should mention the

popcorn, choctops, lollies and a silent

Community Relationships Coordinator,

auction, we raised $7,000, which was

Susannah Jepson, who works tirelessly

contributed towards the CGGS Aquatic

and is a never-ending source of

Centre refurbishment.

assistance at every event.

Celebration of Sport

To every parent who has been a part of

The annual Celebration of Sport evening our parent community (whether through
is presented by the Friends of Sport

volunteering, attendance or financial

group. The night is all about girls, their

support) - THANK YOU! You are a part of

parents and the Camberwell Girls sports

what makes this School a special place

staff sharing dinner and celebrating the

to be and provide great role models for

sporting achievements of the year. With

our girls.

the continued outstanding performances
of so many of our girls, this is always an

Each year, the Junior School Class Reps enjoyable evening.
pull out all stops to create a fun-filled
night for our Ormiston students. This
year’s ‘touch of Hawaii’ theme saw a
large number of our Ormiston girls dance
the night away on the middle floor of the
Anne Feehan Building.
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Badminton: Parents vs Staff
A group of parents who gather regularly
for badminton, challenged the School’s
staff to a match. The parents showed no
mercy! The PFA provided a light lunch
for participants (and solace for the staff).
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FROM THE
OGA CHAIR

Living in
Singapore

Reunions

Class of 1977 - 40 Year Reunion

Sapphire Circle Lunch

On Friday 18 August the Class of 1977

Saturday 21 October saw the annual

Class of 2016 - 1 Year Reunion

celebrated their 40 Year Reunion at

Sapphire Circle lunch with 60 guests

On Thursday 27 July, Robinson Hall was

Djangos Bar in Hawthorn. Many old

in attendance. As always, this lunch

alive with the sounds of the Class of 2016. grammarians travelled from interstate

is a firm favourite with guests and this

Reuniting with each other almost a year

to catch up with friends not seen since

year they were treated to the delightful

on, 53 old grammarians attended, with

leaving school. Delicious food and good

soprano voice of Millie Leaver (Class of

one flying in from the States.

company for a very enjoyable evening.

2014) accompanied by David McFarlane.

During my time at Camberwell Girls,

People can say, “I want to make a

from Year 6 - Year 12, the notion of

difference”. That is an easy statement

Tales of university courses, past

Class of 1967 - 50 Year Reunion

service and giving back was instilled

to make – words are words. Impact can

school days and life in general was

Centonove restaurant in Cotham Road

in me. Upon reflection, in writing this

only truly be made with the deeds and

the conversation of the evening. Many

Kew was the location for the Class of

piece, to me, it is the true foundation of

actions that we do. Utilis in Ministerium

members of the Old Grammarians

1967 to celebrate their 50 Year Reunion.

ultimately being a Camberwell girl.

is more than just the embroidery on our

Association were present to speak with

blazers. It is the traditions and foundation

the girls about what the OGA does and

of our School in action.

how it helps support the School. It was a

Our School motto, Utilis in Ministerium
(Useful in Service), introduced in 1927,
is one that I am proud to live and uphold

Living a life of service and giving back

every day. It was through my education

is important. We can all leave a legacy.

at Camberwell Girls, my family values

What is it that we can do now, each

and traditions, Christianity and the path

day to make a real difference to the

that life has led that has really become

community that we live in? There is

an integral part of who I am today.

always time to make a difference -

Service and Social Justice can be seen

it can be the smallest of actions.

fun filled evening with many continuing to
chat well after the event had concluded.
The Principal, Debbie Dunwoody

whilst others came from interstate. A truly
memorable reunion for all in attendance.

Jane Harris, visited Singapore in
Old Grammarians including Stella
Ho Kartini (Class of 1995), families

I’ll leave you with one of my favourite

who had relocated to Singapore and

quotes, “Today, give someone one

families who will join our School in

program, volunteering, fundraising

of your smiles. It might be the only

the future.

activities and support of vital projects,

sunshine they see all day.”

I am fortunate to see the students in

H. Jackson Brown Jr.

difference in the world is palpable.

guest flew in from Ohio for the event,

August. While there they met with

Through the incredible Service Learning

of spirit and wanting to make a real

Saturday 24 June for 13 guests. One

and the Director of Advancement,

in action every day at Camberwell Girls.

action. Their enthusiasm, generosity

A delicious lunch was served on

During the visit, Debbie was a guest
at our sister school, Nanyang Girls’

Cara Davey

High School, at their Centenary

OGA President

Gala Dinner.

OGA Public Speaking Competition
The Old Grammarians Association,

Many thanks to Janice and the OGA for

along with the hard work of the 2017

supporting this initiative, which we are

Debating Captain, Janice Soo organised

sure will grow over the coming years.

the inaugural OGA Public Speaking
Competition, which was held at the

2018 Reunions

School during October.

In 2018, we will celebrate the following reunions:

With three categories, Junior,

Class of 2017

Intermediate and Senior, the competition
was open to all students in the School.
The objective was to raise the profile

1 Year Reunion

Class of 1987

30 Year Reunion

Class of 2013

5 Year Reunion

Class of 1977

40 Year Reunion

Class of 2007

10 Year Reunion

Class of 1967

50 Year Reunion

Class of 1997

20 Year Reunion

Sapphire Circle

and involvement of public speaking
amongst the students and to make public
speaking more appealing and

Dates and invitations will be available early 2018

less daunting.
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ENGAGED IN SERVICE
Lis Sandbach

Currently in her penultimate year of a

Lis spent years with likeminded people

Bachelor of Arts and Laws / Diploma

at World Vision, campaigning to inspire

Former School Captain, Lis Sandbach

of Languages at Monash University,

positive social change on a grassroots

Mandy Mandie (Class of 1977) grew up

(Class of 2012) was always involved in

Lis works at Teach for Australia, an

level. She had the opportunity to travel

with a strong sense of community and

Service Learning initiatives during her

organisation committed to addressing

to Cambodia and partner with some

has been giving back from a young age.

years at school. She says Camberwell

the educational inequity in our country.

local communities where she was

Raised in a traditional Jewish home,

exposed to the positive work of many

she was encouraged to look out for

non-government organisations and

others and to take pride in seeing others

gained a much deeper insight into the

benefit from small acts of kindness and

complexities of aid and development.

generosity – be it in time or money.

industry events, and developing

She has learnt firsthand just how much

At the age of 15, with her family, Mandy

“Camberwell Girls is grounded. It instills

sustainable partnerships with related

there is to gain from being a volunteer.

became involved in a two-month

in its students to be proactive when

people and organisations,” says Lis.

“New networks, collaborating with

competition to support the Jewish

like-minded people, great experiences

National Funds (JNF), raising money

and the opening of doors to incredible

to assist economically challenged and

opportunities. Not to mention, the warm

victims of the war in Israel. She was

and fuzzy feelings!” she says.

always the youngest guest at JNF events

Girls invigorated her service mindset by
offering a host of opportunities that went
beyond simple fundraising, overseas
service trips, winter sleep-outs and
collecting goods.

helping others, but mindful that you
should engage with the community
served on their terms,” she says.

“My particular role is in recruitment as
a Campus Ambassador. This involves
presenting at lectures, facilitating
information sessions and network

Since graduating from Camberwell Girls,
Lis has been involved with a Saturday
School homework club for the children

Growing up, Lis’s family influenced her

of Sudanese refugees. Supported by

to become involved in service initiatives

Anglicare, she has experienced the

and instilled in her the importance of

program develop over the past five years Atticus Finch in To Kill a Mockingbird are

helping others. Her mum has been

into a buzzing learning hub.

a driver for many years with Meals
on Wheels, delivers library books to
the house bound and is a community
guardian with the Office of Public
Advocate. Her father does some legal
pro bono work and her siblings have
all done time with Oaktree, Inclusion
Melbourne and World Vision.
The importance of service for Lis is
derived from the fundamental injustice
that the lottery at birth dictates, including
circumstance and access to opportunity.
“To be socially conscious and inclusive
will hopefully drive a movement of
positive change, encouraging others to
be so in kind. After all, the measure of a
humane society is how we treat our most
vulnerable,” says Lis.

Over the years, she has also volunteered
at a community legal centre and

Lis believe that the timeless words of
pertinent… “if you climb into [another’s]
skin and walk around in it” true empathy
and understanding is fostered.

mentored students of educational

“Engaging in service is humbling,

disadvantage, transitioning to tertiary

eye opening and gives you skills and

studies. Additionally, in her early years at interactions with people you would not
university, she was heavily involved with
VGen, the youth branch of World Vision.

otherwise encounter,” says Lis.

Mandy Mandie

Camberwell Girls Grammar School

including the Snowdome Foundation for

events, PR and writing.

blood cancer and the Ross Dennerstein

After being diagnosed with bi-polar
disorder and no longer able to work for
salaried employment, Mandy turned to
her lifelong passion of volunteering. It
gave her the chance to grow back the

Unexplained Cardiac Death. These roles
gave her the opportunity to work with
people who are leaders in their fields and
share a common goal and passion.
“Out of all the joys I continue to experience

through her battle, while at the same

in my philanthropic experiences, I am

time helping others who were struggling. particularly proud of my children
In 2005 Mandy and her son, Nick
founded the Koala Kids Foundation, an
independent, not-for-profit organisation
that makes a difference to the lives of
children and young adults undergoing
cancer treatment in Victoria.

but she says it was the first opportunity

“My drive for developing Koala Kids has
been the fact that my husband and I are

Mandy and her family raised the most

fortunate to have two healthy children

money out of 13 groups and were

and to be in a position where we can

treated to a return trip to Israel.

impact others affected by paediatric

“I always remember a small blue and

Foundation in support of Sudden,

self-esteem and confidence she lost

where she felt like she was giving back.

volunteering and understanding the
importance of appreciating what one has
by doing and giving to others. We have
taught them how special it is to have
the opportunity to impact others and to
same
encourage others to do the same”

cancer,” she says.

white box that sat on the fridge at home

A volunteer-driven organisation, since

and most Sunday nights our family used

its inception Koala Kids has made a

n 1,700
to put coins in it. Twice each year, people difference to the lives of more than
would come and empty the tin. I joined
family friends collecting coins from ‘blue
boxes’ when I was around 10 years old.
All I knew at the time was the money
was going to Israel,” she says.

r.
young people going through cancer.
ake
“We provide the small things that make
a big difference to the lives of others
including therapeutic resources, familyy
support and entertaining activities

After graduating from Camberwell Girls

in Children’s Cancer Centres at The

as Taylor House Sports Captain, Mandy

Royal Children’s Hospital and Monash

was offered a place at The University of

Children’s Hospital, Peter MacCallum

Melbourne to study Law, however, she

Cancer Centre and nine regional

declined in favour of Journalism. She

hospitals in Victoria,” says Mandy.

went on to secure a job at Ragtrader,
a fashion industry bi-monthly tabloid
newspaper, where she remained for 11
years. It was here she became involved
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in publishing, advertising, promotions,

Koala K
ids has
made a
differen
ce
to more
than 1,7
00
young p
eople.

Along her journey, Mandy has also been
able to make an impact on others by
helping at many other organisations
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General News

Louise Brearley-Messer OAM

in 2007. During her time at Camberwell

at the age of 19 and she soon realised

A man driven by his love of the bush and Noel Waite AO (Class 1936)

(Class of 1957)

Girls, Caroline was heavily involved

she had a skill for designing and sewing

a drive to save it bought what is now,

Jules Allen (Class of 1992)

in the sports program and was Taylor

props and entertainment décor.

Liffey Reserve in Tasmania. He bought it

We congratulate Jules Allen who was

House Sports Captain.

recently awarded the 2017 Outstanding

In 1992, Megan started sewing with the

without any idea where the money was
coming from, but led by hope and trust in

Caroline studied Health Sciences,

intent to build a business. The business

majoring in Paramedics and then moved

began on the kitchen table and soon

to Western Australia where she studied

grew to the garage and then spilling over

Jules brings all her achievements back

to become a Veterinary Nurse. She then

into the driveway. She then rented a

to family and the strong foundations that

moved back to Melbourne and became a

warehouse and hired three seamstresses. Manager of Science and Conservation at

she built whilst here at Camberwell Girls.

zoo keeper at Melbourne Zoo, in charge

Whilst she was building the business,

Bush Heritage Australia. Bush Heritage

of the lions and later, the reptiles.

Megan was working a full time day job

works to conserve over 6 million

as an event planner, which she had to

hectares of land around Australia.

Alumnus of the Year in the Southern Cross
University Alumni of the Year Awards.

She graduated with a Bachelor of Social

Fast forward to 2017, Caroline left
Melbourne Zoo to travel overseas for six

What? has fine-tuned our offerings of

greatest conservation impact by buying

School in November, whilst on a trip to

incorporated work research, visiting a

a very specific niche marketplace. We

land or working with local communities

After finishing at Camberwell Girls,

Australia from her home in London.

number of international zoos, zoo keepers

produce everything for theatres and

to protect natural and cultural values.

Noel graduated in Art and Design at

and animal behaviouralists. In the future

stages, from massive 3D fabric sets for

They work together to study, protect

Swinburne University. She then went on

Caroline hopes to specialise in animal

rock concerts to grand front curtains in

and build resilience across more than

to become a fashion illustrator and later,

behaviour training and medical care within

world-class auditoriums,” says Megan.

6 million hectares of desert, forest,

a partner in a Fashion Art Studio. Years

a Master’s Degree and marrying, she

(Class of 1989)

business industry including Maroon 5,

Rebecca completed a PhD at the

went to the United States where she

Slip Knot, Green Day, Sting, James

University of Melbourne, after an

competed a PhD and worked at the

Taylor, Dave Matthews Band, Madonna,

undergraduate degree in Zoology and

University of Minnesota and Vancouver.

Rod Stewart and Don Henley to name

Psychology. She then headed over to

a few. Megan has certainly come a

Washington where she joined a group at

long way from those late nights on the

the Smithsonian Conservation Biology

kitchen table, now employing 35 staff

Institute, working on feline reproduction

and working with the latest state-of-the-

and endangered cat reproduction.

TED talk. Jules was also a contestant

husband took up professional positions.

She is an ambassador for Australian
children’s services charities, Key Assets
and Adopt Change, where she works

of Australia.

some of the biggest names in the show

to Melbourne, where both herself and her

commitment to a life of service.

Megan now has a client list that includes

Louise is active in volunteer work and says

art equipment. Expect more great things

that she still holds the words of the School

from Sew What?

Motto from Micah 6:8 as very precious.

Rebecca Spindler (Class of 1987)

Business at Swinburne University.

wetland, grasslands and coastal habitats later Noel took over the family consulting

Megan Duckett (nee Rowe)

In 1990 Louise and her husband returned

acknowledged for her dedication and

zoos and captive animal facilities.

Melbourne in 1963 and after completing

for parenting websites and presented a

in June 2014. Jules has been widely

was awarded the Honorary Doctorate of

She primarily went for leisure but also

editorials for the Herald Sun, blogged

was featured on ABC’s Australian Story

Congratulations to Noel Waite AO who

It was lovely to have Louise visit the

in Dentistry from the University of

on MasterChef Australia in 2013 and

Rebecca works with exceptional people
who decide where they can have the

Captain of Taylor House. She graduated

the television show Studio 10, written

Enter Dr Rebecca Swindler, Executive

“Since our incorporation in 1997, Sew

from 1952 - 1957 and was Prefect and

youth advocate who has co-costed

made a commitment and asked for help.

months to Mexico, America and Europe.

Louise attended Camberwell Girls

Science in 2009 and is an award-winning

resign from to focus on her business.

his friends and the Australian people, he

business. She is an experienced
Company Director and has chaired many
private, public and educational boards
and committees. Past Directorships
include the Public Transport Corporation
of Victoria, the State Training Board in
Victoria and Chairman of the Leukaemia
Foundation. Noel was the first women
President of the Australian Institute of
Management in Victoria and was also

Rebecca was invited to join the

on the National Board. In 1993 she

International Union for Conservation

was elected as an Officer of the Order

of Nature, where she was part of a

of Australia for service to business and

He has told you, O mortal, What is good;

biomedical survey on giant pandas,

management, particularly for

and what does the Lord require of you

trying to solve the riddle of why they

advancing the development of women

but to do justie, and to love kindness,

weren’t breeding. Being part of a multi-

in management.

and to walk humbly with your God?”

Megan Duckett and her team at ‘Sew
What?’ have become the premier

institutional team to assess and improve
the health, nutrition and reproduction of

She is a Fellow of the Australian

alongside Deborra-Lee Furness and

In 2012 Louise received a Medal in the

manufacturer and printer of custom

Hugh Jackman. A single mother of four

Order of Australia (OAM) for her service

stage draperies, theatrical drapes and

adult children, Jules has also fostered

to the dental profession, particularly

fabrics for the entertainment and special

After 7 years at the Smithsonian,

Institute of Management. Noel is also an

32 children. For the past 20 years, she

in the field of paediatric dentistry, as a

event industry.

Rebecca accepted a job as Head of

accomplished artist and watercolourist,

has worked in youth support and child

clinician, academic and researcher.

Reproduction at Toronto Zoo in Canada.

having held ten solo exhibitions. She is

When an opportunity presented itself

past President of the Victorian Artists’

to return to Australia to lead a multi-

Society and was Vice President of the

protection. She has also been a school
counsellor and worked in private practice
for young people and families in crisis.
Her motto is “food, family and service”.
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Megan’s story began with work

Caroline Burton (Class of 2007)

experience at the Victorian Arts Centre.

Caroline Burton commenced at

It was here that she developed a keen

Camberwell Girls in ELC3 and continued interest as a stage technician that
to Year 1 before moving to Ballarat with

would see her work at the Comedy and

her family. She returned to the School in

Princess Theatres. To further her career,

Year 5 in 2000 and completed her VCE

Megan decided to travel to Los Angeles

this species was a highlight of her career.

Institute of Company Directors and an
honorary Life Fellow of the Australian

disciplinary team of scientists at Taronga Watercolour Society. Noel’s contribution
Conservation Society, she jumped at

to the community is aptly recognised

the chance. Rebecca has an absolute

through this Honorary Doctorate.

passion for our natural world.

Camberwell Girls congratulates Noel on
her amazing life achievements.
CAMLIFE Summer 2017
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Births

In 1964, she married Ed Conway.

Congratulations to Rebecca Bennett

a long illness, leaving Judy to raise

We wish to congratulate the following

(nee Valle: Class of 2000) and her

their two school-age children, Andrew

old grammarians:

husband Paul, who welcomed their

and Rosemary. This she did admirably.

second child Lachlan into the world on

Rosey (Class of 1992) attended the

25 July, 2017. He is a little brother to two

‘girls’ school and Andrew, the ‘boys’

year-old daughter, Isabella.

school. Judy remained involved with

Unfortunately, Ed died prematurely after

the School, attending both School and

Significant Birthdays

Happy 80th Birthday
Jenny Lane, Anita Tolley, Elaine Small,
Elaine Cohen, Pamela Dewar, Margaret
Grouse, Meryl Loy and Laine Pearce.

Old Grammarian functions regularly.

Happy 81st Birthday

She also retained a strong bond with

Jill Barnes and Roma McCullough.

her classmates, with a group meeting at
least annually for over 40 years. Judy’s
younger sister, Wendy Rainbird is well
known to the School community for her
environmental work.

Happy 82nd Birthday
Marilyn Gough, Jane Henderson,
Peggy Horner, Margaret Macdougall
and Anne Weston.

photographs, the flag blue tunic and her white sash and headband worn
as part of the Children’s Welcome to the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh in

Louise Brearley-Messer (Class of 1957) loaned the School her photo
album for scanning during her recent visit to Melbourne. The collection

Ruth Bird, Jill Greeve, June Hillard,

included images of students visiting the SS Strarthaird that Miss Taylor

Sylvia Jones, Pat Kerr and

sailed on to London in 1957. There were also many images of classes and

Patricia McGlashan.

snapshots of Louise with her sister, Toni Brearley (Class 1962) and brother
Bill, who attended the Early Learning Centre in 1953. Pic 2.

Vale

Joan Chapman, Faye Curnow, Jill

It turns out that Louise was also part of the MCG Children’s Welcome

Freake, Phyllis Jaensch, Dawn Harvey

however her costume was all white with a stiff white skirt.

Camberwell Girls offers
our deepest sympathy to
the families who have lost
loved ones.

and Kathleen Lennon.
After Ed’s death, Judy was actively
involved in establishing Eastern Palliative

MCG Children’s Welcome

Happy 86th Birthday

We would love to hear from old grammarians who were part of the MCG

Margaret Collier and Shirley Hiah.

Children’s Welcome, especially if you have a photograph that we could
borrow for scanning.

Judy Conway

Care and associated services, of which

Happy 87th Birthday

(nee Westcott: Class of 1957)

there were very few during Ed’s illness.

Dorothy Hoffman, Ruth Whitbourn and

WWII

Family was of paramount importance to

Joan Williams.

The Archives is compiling a list of old grammarians and staff who served

Sadly, Judy passed away after a short
illness in June 2017. She had a long

Judy and she was much loved by her
children and grandchildren. She will be

Happy 88th Birthday

eldest daughter of Lorna and Ralph

in a Catholic ceremony at Our Lady

Westcott, Life Governor and long-time

of Victories Basilica in Camberwell,

Treasurer, after whom a school building

At the age of 80 years, Lynette passed

followed by a reception at Encore.

is named.

away at Eva Tilley Memorial Home on 23

Samantha was attended by her sister,

Judy started in kindergarten in 1944.

Natalie Katsanevakis (nee Burris: Class

As a school girl, she used to carry the

Lyndall Molloy (nee Evans: Class

of 2006), Elizabeth Norcott and Kristie

hand-written staff pay cheques up the

of 1962) passed away in April 2017.

From all at Camberwell Girls, we wish

Morrison, both Class of 2005.

Barkers Road hill to the School. She

Lyndall was the mother of three former

you all a wonderful year ahead.

was Dux of the School and Vice Head

grammarians, Kristen (Class of 1987),

Prefect in 1957. She was awarded a

Rachel (Class of 1989) and Elizabeth

Commonwealth Scholarship, and was

(Class of 1995).

the first in her family to go to University,
graduating from Melbourne University
with a BA and Dip Ed.

Camberwell Girls Grammar School

Mhairi MacLeod (Class of 1956) sent us her collection of school

Happy 84th Birthday

Burris (Class of 2005) married Adam
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donations to the archives.

receive her memories of school life during the 1940s and 1950s. Pic 1.

association with the School, being the

Italy and Abu Dhabi on their return home.

The School wishes to thank the following old grammarians for making

1954, held at the Melbourne Cricket Ground. We were also very grateful to

On 2 September 2017, Samantha

Europe visiting Portugal, Spain, Malta,

2.

Joan Bisset, Lynda Kaye, Marion

Happy 85th Birthday

Samantha and Adam honeymooned in

Donations
onations tto the
Archives

Happy 83rd Birthday
Mathieson and Gwen McDonald.

Weddings

1.

greatly missed by her family and friends.
Lynette Wall (Class of 1953)

March 2017.

Joyce Craig, Peggy Stirling and
Betty Wade.

during WWII. The Speech night reports of the war years list the following:
Betty Mace VAD, Betty Sewell WAAAF, Phyliss Daly AWAS, Nancy Warner
AWAS, Enid Cox WAAAF, Grace McNicol AWAS, Mary Shier AWAS, Hope
Shier AWAS, Joyce Chivers WAAAF, Margaret Armstrong AWAS, Joyce

Happy 89th Birthday

Telfer WAAAF, Gwen Robinson AWAS and from the teaching staff: Patricia

Joyce Haines and Eleanor Hancock.

Callaway WRAN

Happy 92nd Birthday

If anyone knows of other old grammarians that served or worked as

Dot Aydon and Roma Drummond OAM.

nurses, could you please contact the School Archivist:
Melissa Campbell - archives@cggs.vic.edu.au

News Flash!

Camberwell Girls Old Grammarians now
has a Facebook page. Please like us at
Camberwell Girls Old Grammarians
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THANK YOU
We warmly acknowledge all members
of our community who made a gift to
Camberwell Girls Grammar School
during 2017.
Mr A and Mrs N Abbass
Mr A Achouri and Ms Y Wu
Mr J and Mrs R Akritidis
Mr C Andreasen and Ms T Clifton
Mr D and Mrs J Andrianopoulos
Mr J Ang and Ms A Tay
Ms C Anton
Dr D Arnot and Mrs S Arnot
Mr G Arvidsson and Mrs E Duncan
Mr S and Mrs E Au
Dr D and Mrs N Balamban
Mr S and Mrs J Banitsiotis
Mr R Bernabe and Ms J Wong
Dr G and Mrs J Berryman
Mr S and Mrs A Bhatia
Dr S Bhattacharjee and Mrs S Tan
Mr R and Mrs L Black
Mr D Boland
Ms J Boyle
Mrs A Broadbridge
Mr R Brown and Ms Spencer-Jones
Ms A Cameron
Ms M Campbell
Mr Y Cao and Ms M Tang
Mrs V L Cath
Mr K Chan and Ms C Chong
Mr D Chan and Ms V Wong
Mr C and Mrs F Chan
Mr T Chan and Ms B Luk
Dr D Chandrasekara
Dr J and Mrs W Chao
Mr E and Mrs K Cheah
Dr R Chen
Mr W Chen and Mrs X Wu
Mr P Chen and Ms Y Zhang
Mr Y Chen and Ms L Bi
Mr W and Mrs C Chen
Mr C Chen and Ms X Gong
Mr L Chen and Ms M Guo
Mr Y Chen and Mrs W Li
Mr K Chen and Mrs L Pang
Dr T Chen and Dr Y Zhang
Mr J Chen and Ms C Zhang
Mr Q Chen and Ms Y Zhao
Mr C Cheng and Mrs X Fei
Mr W and Mrs P Cheung
Mr P Lambropoulos and
Mrs C Choo-Lambropoulos
Mr K Chua and Ms M Hii
Dr H Chuang and Ms S Ewans
Dr T Chung and Ms J Yim
Miss J Close
Mr and Mrs M Cococcia
Mr D and Mrs J Coles
Mrs E Colwell
Dr P Cook and Mrs E Cook
Mr T and Mrs H Corney
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Mr M Corrie
Mr M and Mrs A Cossenas
Mr S Cowell and Dr F Cowell
Ms J Craig
Mr S Cuddon
Ms Q Cui
Rev V Cullen
Ms F Curnow
Mr C Dai and Mrs S Chen
Mr J Deng and Ms F Qin
Ms A Devenish
Mr D Diep and Ms B Mieu
Mr C Dingle and Ms Kim
Mrs R Drummond OAM
Mr H Du and Ms M Meng
Mr S Du and Ms W Wu
Dr I and Dr B Duncan
Mrs D Dunwoody
Mr V Duong and Ms W Huang
Mrs M Eames
Mr B Edney and Ms M Smith
Dr N and Mrs H Ekins-Daukes
Mr R and Mrs J Ellingworth
Ms E Ennis
Mr J Fan and Mrs M Wang
Dr B Fary OAM
Mr W Feng and Ms H Peng
Ms A Follacchio
Mr A and Mrs M Gamble
Mr C Gan and Ms J Chen
Mr J Gan and Ms G Li
Mr R Gardner and Ms J Carr
Mr R Ge and Ms I Zhang
Mr G Georges and Ms K Locke
Mr J Giannicos
Mr W and Mrs A Gong
Mr A and Dr J Graham
Mr A and Mrs M Gu
Mr Q Gu and Ms Y Yang
Mr H Gu and Ms M Ye
Mr M Guan and Ms L Zhou
Dr M and Mrs A Guerrieri
Mr X Guo and Ms R Feng
Mr K Guo and Ms K Keung
Mr J Han and Mrs E Cho
Dr R Haputhantrige and Dr S Fernando
Mr N and Mrs M Harker
Ms Jane Harris
Mr G Hattersley
Mrs J Hillard
Mr Y Ho and Ms M Liu
Mrs S Hodges
Mr D Holwill and Ms H Masterman
Mr M Hoyle and Ms M Putrino
Mr G Hu and Mrs W Wang
Mr J Hu and Ms Y Han
Mr P Hu and Ms S Li
Mr E Hu and Ms A Wang
Mr Y Huang and Dr Q Li
Mr C Huynh and Mrs N Ngo
Mr R and Ms T Iervasi
Mr C Ing and Ms S Fang

Mr G Jamieson and Ms K Ellis
Mr R and Mrs A Jewell
Mr R Jiang and Ms M Tan
Mr Y and Ms P Jin
Mr V Joy and Dr J Richardson
Mr W and Ms A Junkeer
Mr S and Mrs P Kadam
Mr J and Mrs S Karakostas
Mr C and Mrs T Karanasio
Mr C Killington and Ms V Maruﬀ
Dr A Ko and Dr L Ku
Mr D and Mrs K Kollmorgen
Mr S and Mrs L Konstantinou
Mr D and Mrs B Kranjcic
Mr A Kuo and Ms K Cheong
Mr V and Mrs A Lagana
Mr L Lam and Ms T Ly
Mr S Lau and Ms J Li
Mr F Lau and Ms S Lim
Mr E and Mrs J Lee
Mr A and Mrs S Lee
Mr M Lee and Ms D Low
Mr P and Mrs K Lemanis
Mr B Leng and Ms L Shi
Mr A Leung and Ms K Ng
Mr B and Mrs C Li
Ms H Li
Mr P Li and Ms F Dong
Mr J Li and Ms X Jiang
Mr J Li and Ms Q Kang
Dr J Li and Mrs Y Liu
Mr H Li and Mrs W Yang
Mr J Li and Mrs X Zhang
Mr G Liang and Ms Z Chen
Mr Z Liang and Ms B Wang
Mr R Vello and Ms S P Chng
Dr W K Lim and Dr C Johnson
Mr E Lim and Dr B Lee
Mr D Lin and Ms A Li
Mr Z and Mrs Z Lin
Mr C Lin and Ms H Chen
Mr L Lin and Ms S Huang
Mr G Lin and Ms X Yang
Mr X Lin and Ms H Zhao
Mr D and Mrs S Ling
Ms A Liu
Mr Y Liu and Ms J Dong
Mr J Liu and Mrs M Liu-Chen
Mr W Liu and Mrs J Zhang
Mr T Liu and Ms W Zhao
Mr F and Mrs V Lonetti
Mr K Low and Ms F Dong
Mr Z Lu and Mrs Z Liu
Mr T Lu and Ms Q Huang
Mr B Luo and Ms L Qiu
Mr D Ma and Mrs H Huang
Mr H Ma and Ms N Li
Mr Q Ma and Mrs J Zhang
Mrs A Mackenzie
Mr J Madeley and Mrs L Zhang
Mrs M Madge
Ms Y Mah

Mr T Mak and Dr F Yuen
Mr V and Mrs D Mammone
Ms K Manners and
Mr D Deane
Mr H and Mrs M Martin
Mr T McAleenan and
Mrs S Lee
Mrs M McKern
Mr J and Mrs T Mead
Mr K Melder
Mr M Miao and Ms R Wang
Dr V Milovic and Ms S Minic
Mr S and Mrs S Mulvahill
Dr N and Mrs P Nadarajah
Ms V Nemec
Mr J Nemtsas and
Ms M Alderton
Mr G Ng and Ms D Lee
Mr B Nguyen and Dr T Pham
Mr L Nguyen and
Mrs M Pham
Mr L Nielsen and Dr J O’Brien
Mr C O’Meara
Dr R Orme and Dr M McCann
Dr N Padmanathan and Ms S Paul
Mr R Padmavaty and Ms R Pushpa
Mr S and Mrs M Page
Mr E and Mrs S Palma
Mr B and Mrs K Patel
Mr C Paulse and Ms J Gu
Mr C and Mrs S Pearson
Mr D Petrie and Ms J O’Connell-Petrie
Mr T Phan and Mrs K Vuong
Dr C Plummer and Dr K Rees
Mr C and Mrs D Polatsidis
Dr W Poon and Dr P Lau
Mr P Proud and Ms R Stonehouse
Mr D Purcell
Mr B Qi and Mrs J Wang
Dr S Quach and Ms K Tran
Mr M Rahgozar and Ms A Asgari
Dr J and Mrs K Rajakulendran
Mr S and Mrs G Rajakulendran
Mr B Rampa and Dr A Chia
Mr M and Mrs M Ranasinghe
Mr I Raspin and Mrs C Wong
Rev D Reid
Mr S Reynolds
Mr T Rhodes and Ms P Stocca
Miss B A Richmond
Mr T and Mrs E Sakell
Mr A and Mrs M Sandbach
Ms Y Sang
Dr R Schmidt and Mrs E Park-Schmidt
Mr C and Mrs G Schumann
Mr A Scott and Ms J Wei
Dr D Segal and Dr V Foletta
Ms W Shan
Mr Z Shen and Ms P Wang
Mr M Shen and Mrs A Sun
Mr A Sieber
Mr D and Mrs H Silvestri
Mrs C Sim
Miss P Singleton
Mr A and Mrs N Sirimanne
Mr C and Mrs E Smith

Mr M and Mrs M Smith
Mr N and Mrs H Smythe
Mr S Somasundram
Mr H and Mrs S Stathopoulos
Mrs J Strachan
Mrs M Strapp
Mr H Su and Ms L Zhang
Mr J Sun and Mrs K Du
Mr Z Sun and Ms Q Zhao
Mr N and Mrs N Surapaneni
Mr L and Mrs B Suriyapperuma
Mr D Sutton
Mr P and Mrs S Swaminathan
Ms C Swan
Mr K Tak and Mrs Y Park
Dr C and Dr L Tan
Mr T Tang and Ms C Gu
Mr T Tang and Ms Y Qin
Ms S Thompson
Mr B Thorp and Ms R Koa
Dr R and Mrs J Tong
Dr S and Dr C Tong
Mr and Mrs M Tsirmiris
Mr A Tsjin and Ms L Yip
Dr L Tu and Ms S Loi
Mr S Tucker and Prof E Manias
Mr P and Mrs E Turos
Mr M and Mrs A Van Der Arend
Dr T and Mrs R Verghese
Mrs B Wade
Mr P Waide and Ms L Hee
Mr P and Mrs J Waldron
Mrs A Walters
Dr L Wan and Mrs X Yue
Mr G Wang and Ms X Zhang
Mr T Wang and Ms X Yan
Mr H Wang and Mrs M Du
Mr L Wang and Ms Z Song
Dr Y and Dr V Wang
Mr M Wang and Mrs Y Cheng
Mr P Wang and Ms N Zhang
Mr Q Wang and Mrs C Zhang
Dr W Wang and Miss Y Zhang
Mr D and Mrs L Watson
Mrs J Watson
Dr R and Ms J Webster
Mr M Wee and Ms S Hsu
Mr D and Dr N Weickhardt
Mr L Wen and Mrs Huang
Dr D and Mrs H Westerman
Mr K and Dr S Wickramasinghe
Mr R and Mrs M Wilson
Mr F Wong and Ms J Ye
Mrs J Woodbridge
Mr X Wu and Ms Y Qi
Mr J Wu and Ms J Wong
Mr W Wu and Ms F Xie
Mr Y Wu and Ms X Xing
Mr X Wu and Ms J Yang
Mr Y Wu and Ms Y Yu
Mr H Xiong and Ms Y Nie
Mr Z Xu and Ms X Huang
Dr D Xu and Mrs Y Wang
Mr Q Xu and Mrs Y Wu
Mr X Xue and Ms M Wan
Mr B Yang and Mrs J Kim

Mr X Yang and Ms X Wu
Mr D Yang and Mrs J Zhang
Mr D Yap and Ms J Huang
Mr J and Mrs L Yi
Mr T Yi and Mrs J Yang
Mr F Yim and Ms Y Au
Mrs J Young
Mr T and Mrs L Yu
Mr M Yu and Mrs H Zhou
Mr M Yuan and Ms J Li
Mr F Zeitoune and Dr C Teoh
Mr Z Zhang and Ms Y Dong
Mr J T Zhang
Mr P Zhang and Mrs Z Cai
Mr D Zhang and Ms J Cheng
Mr B Zhang and Ms Q Dong
Mrs F Zhang
Mr J Zhang and Mrs W Huangfu
Mr S Zhang and Mrs Y Jing
Mr D Zhang and Mrs A Liu
Mr J Zhang and Mrs J Su
Mr B Zhang and Ms K Wu
Mr Z Zhang and Ms J Xi
Mr Y Zhang and Ms J Y Xia
Mr L Zhang and Ms J Yang
Mr Y Zhong and Ms J Liu
Ms J Zhou
Mr N Zhou and Dr L Zou
Mr Zhu and Ms Feng
Mr J Zhu and Mrs J Li
Mr M Zhu and Mrs J Wang
Dr R and Dr Y Zwar
Anonymous (8)
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SCHOLARSHIPS 2019
APPLY NOW
Available for Years 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 & 11
Academic - Music / Academic - Music - Means-Tested - Indigenous
> Applications Close
Wednesday 14 February 2018

> Interactive Session
Tuesday 20 February 2018

> Examination Date
Saturday 24 February 2018

Online applications only cggs.vic.edu.au/scholarships
Enquiries Jacqui Woodbridge / Call 9811 8503 / admissions@cggs.vic.edu.au

@CamberwellGirls

Senior School /Administration
2 Torrington Street
Canterbury VIC 3126
T (+613) 9813 1166

CamberwellGirlsGrammar

Junior School / Ormiston
4 Mont Albert Road
Canterbury VIC 3126
T (+613) 9813 1965

@wearecggs

Email camgram@cggs.vic.edu.au
cggs.vic.edu.au
ABN 79 004 166 349 CRICOS 00141J

